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Abstract

In the following notes we will discuss the basics of Chern-Weil theory, and will define
all common characteristic classes. Namely, we will discuss Chern, Pontryagin, and
Euler classes, and will also mention Stiefel-Whitney classes. Moreover, we will discuss
the relationship between connections on principal bundles and the associated vector
bundles, as well as the reduction of structure groups.
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CHAPTER 1

Connection Forms And the Chern-Weil Homomorphism

In this chapter we begin by discussing connection forms on principal bundle, and in-
troduce the most important concept in Chern-Weil Theory, the so called Chern-Weil
homomorphism.

We assume the reader is familiar with vector bundles, but as most introductory
courses on Differential Geometry do not cover more general (smooth) fiber bundles, we
begin this Chapter by recalling a few key definitions.

Definition 1.1. Let M,E and L be smooth manifolds, and suppose π : E Ñ M is a
smooth surjective map. We say that π : E Ñ M is a fiber bundle over M with
fiber L if for every p P M there exists a neighborhood Up of p, and a smooth map
ϵ : π�1pUq Ñ L such that

pπ, ϵq : π�1pUq Ñ U � L

is a diffeomorphism. A collection of bundle charts pUa, ϵaqaPA that is charts as above,
covering M is called a bundle atlas.

As we are considering fiber bundles from the smooth, that is from the Differential
Geometry stand point, fiber bundles as defined above are tough to work with. To see
why, we need the following definition.

Definition 1.2. Let π : E Ñ M be a fiber bundle with fiber L. Let Ua and Ub be two
bundle charts such that Ua X Ub �� ∅. For p P Ua X Ub the charts ϵa and ϵb restrict to
diffeomorphisms from Ep � π�1ppq to L. From this we get a well-defined map

ϵab : Ua X Ub Ñ DiffpLq, p ÞÑ pϵaq|p � pϵbq
�1
|p .

We call ϵab the transition function from ϵb to ϵa.

The reason why fiber bundles are tough to work with is because the transition
functions take values in the infinite-dimensional manifold DiffpLq. We will therefore
only consider a certain kind of fiber bundles.

Definition 1.3. Let π : E Ñ M be a fiber bundle with fiber L. Suppose a Lie group
G acts on L via an effective (left or right) action σ. We now say that a bundle atlas
pUa, ϵaqaPA is a pG, σq-bundle atlas if the transition functions take values in G, that
is, whenever Ua X Ub �� ∅, there exists a smooth map gab : Ua X Ub Ñ G such that

ϵabppq � σgabppq.

If such a bundle atlas exists, the bundle E is called a pG, σq-fiber bundle. The group
G is then referred to as the structure group of E.

Now, a principal bundle is a specific kind of pG, σq-fiber bundle:
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Definition 1.4. Let M be a smooth manifold, and suppose G is a Lie group. A G-
principal bundle over M is a pG, σq-fiber bundle with fiber G and where σ is the left
multiplication in G. We will usually denote a principal bundle by P , and will often use
the term principal bundle instead of G-principal bundle.

Remark 1.5. Later on, we will focus our attention on the case G � Upnq for some
n P N, but at the start of this Chapter we will aim for maximal generality.

There is another useful characterization of principal bundles.

Proposition 1.6. Let π : P ÑM be a surjective submersion, and let G be a Lie group.
Then it holds that P is a G-principal bundle if and only if there exists a free right action
τ of G on P which is fiber preserving and transitive on the fibers.

Proof. This is discussed in Chapter 5 of [6].

This characterization of a principal bundle is useful for the definition of a connec-
tion on a principal bundle, as connections on principal bundles rely on the notion of
fundamental vector fields.

Definition 1.7. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Denote the Lie algebra of
G by g. We define the fundamental vector fields on P as follows. Given ξ P g we
define, for p P P ,

Zξppq �
d

dt |t�0
τexpptξqppq P TpP,

where exp : gÑ G is the usual exponential map.

We can now give the definition of a connection.

Definition 1.8. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. A connection on the
principal bundle P is a g-valued 1-form, that is an element ω P Ω1pP, gq, satisfying:

1. It holds that τ�g ω � Adg�1pωq.

2. It holds that ωpZξq � ξ.

Here, Ad : GÑ g denotes the adjoint representation of G on g.

Remark 1.9. Sometimes a 1-form ω P ΩpP, gq is called a connection form instead
of a connection. This is because there are multiple ways to describe a connection on a
principal bundle, as we shall see further down below.

The final ingredient we will need to start our discussion of characteristic classes is
the curvature form on principal bundles.

Definition 1.10. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Given a connection ω P
Ω1pP, gq on P we define the curvature form Ω P Ω2pP, gq of ω as the element

Ω � dω �
1

2
rω, ωs,

where for two vector fields X,Y P XpP q we have

rω, ωspX,Y q � rωpXq, ωpY qs � rωpY q, ωpXqs.
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Remark 1.11. Of course one has to show that the curvature form is well-defined. This
follows from the linearity of the Lie bracket.

We can now start discussing Chern-Weil Theory for principal bundles. We start by
considering some Lie group G.

Definition 1.12. Denote by IkpGq the set of symmetric k-linear maps f : g�� � ��gÑ R,
that satisfy

fpAdgpξ1q, � � � , Adgpξkqq � fpξ1, � � � , ξkq.

We say f is (Ad)-invariant. We denote by IpGq the R-algebra formed by the direct
sum of all IkpGq equipped with pointwise multiplication.

These symmetric multilinear maps allow us to define differential forms on P induced
by the connection form. More concretely, let f be an element of IpGq and suppose we
are given a G-principal bundle π : P Ñ M with connection ω. We now want to use
the wedge product for g-valued differential forms to construct a 2k-form from Ω. It is
important to note that for vector-valued differential forms the definition of the wedge
product is slightly more tricky than the definition of the usual wedge product. Recall
that vector-valued differential forms are defined by

ΩnpM,V q � ΩnpMq b V,

where V is some vector space. Given two vector-valued differential forms ξ1 � ω1 b v1,
and ξ2 � ω2bv2 taking values in V1 and V2 respectively, we can write the wedge product
as

ω1 b v1 ¯̂ω2 b v2.

Now we need to determine how to handle v1 and v2. To do this, we need a bilinear map
β : V1 � V2 ÑW for a third vector space W . In this case we can define

ω1 b v1 ¯̂ω2 b v2 :� ω1 ^ ω2 b βpv1, v2q,

where ^ is the usual wedge product. Luckily, for any two vector spaces we can always
choose W � V1 b V2 and let β be induced by the identity map V1 � V2 Ñ V1 � V2. We
will now denote the wedge product ¯̂ simply by ^ - the context will make it clear which
wedge product we are using. Now for the 2k-form we mentioned earlier.

Definition 1.13. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle, with connection ω and
curvature form Ω. Suppose f P IkpGq. Using the above wedge product, let

Ωk � Ω^ � � � ^ Ω P Ω2kpP,bk
i�1gq.

The map f is a symmetric k-linear map on g. As such, it corresponds to an element ofÂk
i�0 g

�. We can thus define a 2k-form fpΩq P Ω2kpP q by

fpΩqppξ1, � � � , ξ2kq � fpΩk
ppξ1, � � � , ξ2kqq,

for p P P and ξ1, � � � , ξ2k P TpP . More explicitly, this can be expressed as

fpΩqppξ1, � � � , ξ2kq �
1

p2kq!

¸
σPS2k

signpσqfpΩppξσp1q, ξσp2qq, � � � ,Ωppξσp2k�1q, ξσp2kqqq.

We call such a 2k-form a characteristic form.
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We now state the first important result about characteristic forms.

Theorem 1.14. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle, with connection ω and
curvature form Ω. Then the following are true:

1. For each f P IpGq the characteristic form fpΩq projects to a unique closed 2k-form
fpΩq P Ω2kpMq, i.e. π�pfpΩqq � fpΩq.

2. The deRham cohomology class rfpΩqs P H2k
dRpM ;Rq is independent of the connec-

tion ω, and the map

CWP : IpGq Ñ H�
dRpM ;Rq, f ÞÑ rfpΩqs

is an algebra homomorphism.

We call the map CWP the Chern-Weil homomorphism.

Proof. A proof can be found in Chapter 12 of Foundations of Differential Geometry,
Vol. 2 by Kobayashi and Nomizu [7].

With this Theorem in hand we can now define characteristic classes.

Definition 1.15. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. For f P IpGq we define its
characteristic class as the image of f under the Chern-Weil homomorphism.

Instead of considering characteristic classes defined by symmetric multilinear forms,
we can also define characteristic classes using homogeneous polynomials. First, we define
homogeneous polynomials.

Definition 1.16. Consider the R-algebra Rrx1, � � � , xns of polynomials in n indetermi-
nates. We say q P Rrx1, � � � , xns is homogeneous of degree k if we can write

qpx1, � � � , xnq �
¸

ci1���ikxi1 � � �xik ,

where we sum over all nk tuples pi1, � � � , ikq.

We now generalize this notion to arbitrary vector spaces:

Definition 1.17. For a vector space V of dimension n a homogeneous polynomial
of degree k on V is a map f : V Ñ R such that for a basis peiqni�1 of V � we can write

fpvq � qpe1, . . . , enqpvq �
¸

ci1���ike
i1pvq � � � eikpvq,

for some (unique) q P Rrx1, � � � , xns and all v P V . We denote the space of such
homogeneous polynomials by PkpV q.

As was the case with symmetric multilinear forms, the direct sum of the spaces
PkpV q gives rise to an algebra PpV q.

Definition 1.18. Let f P Ppgq. Then we say f is Ad-invariant, if

fpAdgξq � fpξq, @g P G, @ξ P g.

Remark 1.19. Recall that for matrix Lie groups the adjoint representation is given by
conjugation, that is for A P G we have that AdA : gÑ g is given by AdApBq � ABA�1.
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The set of Ad-invariant homogeneous polynomials on g is obviously a subalgebra of
P pgq which we will denote by Pinvpgq Now, the reason why these homogeneous polyno-
mials on g are of interest to us is the following Theorem:

Theorem 1.20. It holds that the algebras Ipgq and Pinvpgq are isomorphic.

Proof. This is Corllary 2.3 in Chapter 12 of [7].

Why this Theorem is useful will be come apparent in a bit. However, it is imme-
diately clear from Theorem 1.20 that characteristic classes can be equivalently defined
using invariant homogeneous polynomials. After having defined characteristic classes for
G-principal bundles, we will now turn our attention towards vector bundles. Historically,
this is the area where characteristic classes were first discussed and utilized.



CHAPTER 2

Chern classes and Pontryagin classes

We will start our discussion of characteristic classes by talking about Chern classes. For
this, consider a complex vector bundle π : E Ñ M of rank n over M . For each such
vector bundle, there exists an associated principal bundle, called the frame bundle of E.

Definition 2.1. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n. Denote
by FrpEpq the set of isomorphisms A : Cn Ñ Ep. The frame bundle of E is the
GLpn,Cq-principal bundle FrpEq with fiber FrpEpq.

Of course, just because we define FrpEq as a principal bundle does not mean it ac-
tually is a principal bundle. We will rectify this problem with the following Proposition.

Proposition 2.2. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n. Then there
is a structure of a GLpn,Cq-principal bundle on the frame bundle E.

Proof. We defined FrpEq to be the space

FrpEq �
º
pPM

FrpEpq.

Suppose we have two elements l1, l2 P FrpEpq. Then these two only differ by an auto-
morphism of Cn, that is there exists A P GLpn,Cq such that l1 � l2 � A. Thus, fixing
an element l P FrpEpq, we get a bijection ϕ : GLpn,Cq Ñ FrpEpq. Now ϕ induces a
topology on FrpEpq by defining a set U � FrpEpq to be open if and only if ϕ�1pUq is
open. Then ϕ is a homeomorphism. Now the smooth structure on GLpn,Cq induces a
smooth structure on FrpEpq. Thus we have established that FrpEpq is a manifold.

We now want to show the FrpEpq assemble to a principal bundle. Consider a vector
bundle atlas tpUa, ϵaquaPA. Then ϵa : E|Ua

Ñ Ua�Cn induces a bijection ϵ̄a : FrpEq|Ua
Ñ

Ua � FrpCnq by composition with pϵaq|p : Ep Ñ Cn. That is we have

pϵ̄aq|pppϵaq
�1
|p �Aq � A P GLpn,Cq,

where we used that pϵaq|p is an isomorphism from Ep to Cn by assumption. This bijection
can, as above, be used to induce a a topology and the structure of a smooth manifold on
FrpEq. Note that π : FrpEq Ñ M given by πpFrpEqpq � πpFrpEpqq � p is a smooth
submersion. Now all that is left to show is that the transition functions are given by
left multiplication in GLpn,Cq. To see this note that for A P GLpn,Cq it holds that

ϵ̄ppqabpAq � pϵ̄aq|p � pϵ̄
�1
b q|ppAq

� pϵ̄aq|pppϵbq
�1
|p �Aq

� ϵabppq �A

� lϵabppqpAq.

This shows that the transition functions are given by left multiplication in GLpn,Cq, as
desired, and it follows that FrpEq is a GLpn,Cq-principal bundle.
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This way, we can associate to every complex vector bundle E a principal bundle.
Using this, we can define characteristic classes for complex vector bundles. Consider an
element A P glpn,Cq, and note that we can write

detptId�
1

2πi
Aq �

ŗ

k�0

fkpAqt
r�k,

for polynomials fi P Pinvpglpn,Cqq. The invariance under Adg follows from the fact that
determinants are invariant under inner automorphisms.

Definition 2.3. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n. We define the
kth Chern class of E to be

ckpEq :� rfkpΩqs P H2k
dRpMq.

Here Ω denotes a curvature form on the frame bundle FrpEq associated to E.

Remark 2.4. Characteristic classes can also be defined using classifying spaces instead
of Chern-Weil Theory. The two approaches yield different results in some instances, as
we will discuss further down below. In the case of Chern classes this is not the case.
Usually Chern classes are defined, either via induction (cf. [10]) or axiomatically (cf.[5])
as integer cohomology classes. However, one can show that the Chern classes as defined
above are in fact integer classes (cf. Chapter 12, Theorem 3.1 in [7]).

We now want to show that the Chern classes generate the characteristic classes as
defined above.

Theorem 2.5. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n. The algebra of
characteristic classes of E is generated by the Chern classes tckpEqu

n
k�0.

To show this, we will utilize our observation that characteristic classes are defined
equivalently by invariant polynomials as stated in Theorem 1.20. We will need the
following result:

Lemma 2.6. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n, and suppose that
P denotes the associated frame bundle from Definition 2.1. Then the structure group
GLpn,Cq of P can be reduced to Upnq.

Let us explain what we mean by reducing the structure group of P . Consider a
G-principal bundle F . In particular, F is a pG, σq-fiber bundle with fiber G and σ
given by left multiplication. Then by definition the transition functions ϵab of a bundle
atlas tpUa, ϵaquaPA take value in the group G. If there exists a subgroup H � G and a
bundle atlas tpU 1

a, ϵ̄
1
aqua1PA such that the transition functions ϵ̄ab take value in H, then

this defines a pH,σ|Hq-fiber bundle atlas on the G-principal bundle P . In this case we
say that the structure group of F can be reduced to H. The existence of such a
reduction has a useful consequence.

Proposition 2.7. Let π : P Ñ M denote a G-principal bundle. Let H � G be a
subgroup. Then there exists a reduction of the structure group of P to H if and only if
there is a H-principal bundle P 1, that is an embedded submanifold of P . In particular,
P 1 is a subbundle of P .

Proof. This is the content of Proposition I.5.3 in [6].
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We refer to the bundle P 1 above as the reduced bundle. To show Lemma 2.6 we
need to define what a Hermitian metric is.

Definition 2.8. Let E be a complex vector bundle over a manifold M . A Hermitian
metric on E assigns to each fiber Ep a Hermitian inner product.

Lemma 2.9. Any complex vector bundle admits a Hermitian metric.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the existence of a Riemannian metric on a real vector
bundle. Take a cover tUauaPA of M such that E is trivial over each Ua. Then define the
Hermitian metric over the trivial bundle Ua � Cn using the standard inner product on
Cn. Note that here n is the rank of the complex vector bundle E. Then we can conclude
using a partition of unity argument.

We can now proof Lemma 2.6:

Proof(Lemma 2.6). It is a well-known fact from Riemannian geometry that the structure
group of a real vector bundle can be reduced to Opnq using the Riemannian metric
of the vector bundle. A similar argument will work here. Fix a vector bundle atlas
tUa, ϵauaPA, and, using Lemma 2.9, fix a Hermitian metric h on E. We now want to
modify the transition functions so that they are elements of Upnq, where n denotes the
rank of the vector bundle. Take a local frame eai over Ua, that is sections e

a
i P ΓpUa, Eq

so that pea1ppq, . . . , e
a
nppqq is basis of Ep for all p P U (this is equivalent to the existence

of a vector bundle chart, just as it is in the real case). Using Gram-Schmidt and h
we can produce a unitary basis from pea1ppq, . . . , e

a
nppqq. The family of change of basis

matrices Aappq : Ep Ñ Ep depends smoothly on p by smoothness of the sections and
the smoothness of the Gram-Schmidt process. Thus the matrices assemble to a smooth
map Aa : π�1pUaq Ñ π�1pUaq. Doing this for all vector bundle charts, and replacing
ϵa by ϵa � ϵa � pA

aq�1, we find that the transition functions ϵabppq : Ep Ñ Ep actually
map unitary bases to unitary bases, so that ϵab takes values in Upnq. This yields the
claim.

Remark 2.10. Note that in the above, what we have actually shown is that the struc-
ture group of the GLpn,Cq-fiber bundle E can be reduced to Upnq. This however is
equivalent to the reduction of the structure group of FrpEq from GLpn,Cq to Upnq. To
see this, simply recall the construction of the transition functions on the frame bundle
in Proposition 2.2.

With this in hand we can now proof the claim we made about Chern classes gen-
erating the characteristic classes earlier. We start with the following result, which will
make it obvious why we talked about reduction of structure groups above.

Proposition 2.11. For A P upnq define the polynomial functions g1, ..., gn on upnq by

detptId� iAq � tn � f1pAqt
n�1 � � � � � p�1qnfnpAq.

Then the fi are independent and generate the algebra Pinvpupnqq.

Proof. This is Theorem 2.5 in [7].

Now we can proof Theorem 2.5.
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Proof (Theorem 2.5). Let P � FrpEq be the associated GLpn,Cq-principal bundle to
E. By Lemma 2.6 we can reduce the structure group of P to Upnq. Denote this new
bundle by Q. Choose a connection ωQ on Q, and denote by ΩQ the associated curavture.
The connection form ωQ can be extended to a connection form ω on P (for the details
see Theorem 2.1 in Chapter 2 of [6]). Denote by Ω the curavture form of ω. For
f P Pinvpglpn,Cqq it holds that its restriction fQ to upnq is an element of Pinvpupnqq. By
construction we have that the restriction of fpΩq to Q is equal to fQpΩQq. Thus they
determine the same characteristic class. The claim now follows from Proposition 2.11,
and because the Chern-Weil homomorphism is an algebra homomorphism.

After having established this, we will now discuss few more special characteristic
classes. We start by defining Pontryagin classes. These can be defined for real vector
bundles as well.

Definition 2.12. Let π : E Ñ M be a real vector bundle of rank n. Then the kth
Pontryagin class of E is given by

pkpEq :� p�1qkc2kpE b Cq,

where E b C is the complexification of E.

A more explicit definition of Pontryagin classes for real vector bundles can be given
using glpn,Rq-valued polynomials:

Proposition 2.13. For A P glpn,Rq define the polynomial functions h0, h1, ..., hn on
glpn,Rq by

detptId�
1

2π
Aq �

ņ

k�0

hkpAqt
n�k.

Then it holds that
pkpEq � rhkpΩqs.

Proof. This is Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 12 in [7].

In a similar manner we can now define Pontryagin classes for complex vector bundles:

Definition 2.14. Let π : E ÑM be a complex vector bundle of rank n. Then the kth
Pontryagin class of E is given by

pkpEq :� p�1qkc2kpER b Cq,

where ER is E regarded as a real vector bundle of rank 2n.



CHAPTER 3

Ehresmann connections

So far, we have defined characteristic classes for vector bundles using the associated
frame bundles. Because characteristic classes are defined using connection forms, one
might ask whether or not it’s possible to define characteristic classes for vector bundles
using the theory of connections on a vector bundle. The answer to this question is
yes - but as it turns out the characteristic classes defined in this way coincide with
the characteristic classes defined using the frame bundle. In the following, we want to
illuminate this fact. For this, we will show that the connections on a vector bundle are
in one-to-one correspondence with the connections on the associated vector bundle.

Before we can do this, we need to discuss another, equivalent, characterization of a
connection form on a principal bundle. For this, we will use distributions. We begin by
recalling what a distribution is.

Definition 3.1. Let M be a manifold. A distribution is a subbundle of the tangent
bundle TM .

In the following we will be interested in two very special kinds of distributions called
horizontal and vertical distributions. Together, these will allow us to split the tangent
bundle of a principal bundle P into a direct sum. We start by defining the vertical
subbundle.

Definition 3.2. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. The map π is a submersion,
that is, the derivative Dπ is surjective. If we denote by Vp the kernel of the derivative
at p P P , then we get the short exact sequence

0 Vp TpP TπppqM 0,
Dπppq

and we get that dimVp � dimTpP � dimTπppqM (recall that a short exact sequence of
vector spaces always splits). We say that Vp is the vertical tangent subspace at p. A
tangent vector ξ P Vp is called a vertical tangent vector at p.

These vertical subspaces are in fact isomorphic to the Lie algebra g of the Lie group
G. For this recall Definition 1.7 of a fundamental vector field. Observe that we have

Zξpuq �
d

dt |t�0
τexpptξqpuq

�
d

dt |t�0
τupexpptξqq (3.1)

� Dτupeqξ.

With this we get the following result:

Lemma 3.3. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Then for any ξ P g the
fundamental vector field Zξ is vertical, and the derivative Dτupeq of the orbit map τu

is an isomorphism Dτupeq : gÑ VuP for any u P P .

12
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Proof. For the first claim observe that by the above calculation we see that

DπpuqZξpuq � DπpuqDτupeqξ � Dpπ � τuqpeqξ � 0,

because the composition π � τu is constant. This follows from the fact that τ is fiber-
preserving.

Note that for that the above already implies that Dτupeq takes image in VuP . To see
this is an isomorphism, first note that the dimension of g as well as the dimension VuP
are equal to dimG. Thus it is enough to show that the map is injective. So suppose
ξ P kerDτupeq. By the uniqueness of integral curves Equation (3.1) implies that u is a
fixed point of τexpptξq. This is because

0 � Dτupeqξ

� Zξpuq

�
d

dt |t�0
τexpptξqpuq

� 9γup0q,

where γu is the integral curve of Zξ with initial value u. But this is clearly also satisfied
by the constant integral curve. Moreover, the action τ is also free so that this implies that
ξ � 0. It follows that kerDτupeq � t0u so that Dτupeq is indeed an isomorphism.

This Lemma is useful because it let’s us conclude that the vertical tangent subspaces
assemble to a subbundle V P of the tangent bundle TP . More explicitly, for a basis
tξiu

dimG
i�1 of g the associated fundamental vector fields tZξiu

dimG
i�1 define a global frame

for the bundle

V P �
º
uPP

VuP.

This implies that V P is a trivial vector subbundle of TP . We call this bundle the vertical
bundle of P . The derivative Dπ induces a vector bundle map Dπ : TP Ñ π�TM over
P , which is given by Dπpu, ξq � pu,Dπpuqξq and so that πTP � ππ�TM �Dπ. This is
because the pullback is, categorically speaking, a limit. For more details, and a proof
not using Category Theory, see Section 20.4 of [14]. The map Dπ is surjective because
it sends the space TuP to pπ�TMqu, and by definition of the pullback bundle, pπ�TMqu
is isomorphic to TπpuqM , for which Dπ is onto. Clearly, the kernel of this map is V P ,
and as a result, we get a short exact sequence of vector bundles:

0 V TP π�TM 0.Dπ (3.2)

Definition 3.4. Let π : P ÑM be a G-principal bundle. A horizontal distribution
∆ on P is a subbundle ∆ of TP such that TP � ∆` V P as vector bundles.

We now want to relate horizontal distributions on P to the short exact sequence in
Equation (3.2). For this we proof the following Proposition.

Proposition 3.5. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Then the horizontal
distributions on P are in one-to-one correspondence with the splittings of the short
exact sequence

0 V TP π�TM 0.Dπ
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Proof. Suppose ∆ is a subbundle of TP such that V P `∆ � TP . Then there is a vector
bundle isomorphism ∆ � TP {V P � pπ�TMq. It follows that there is an isomorphism
from pπ�TMq onto ∆. This defines a section of Dπ, and it follows that the short exact
sequence is split.

Conversely, suppose there exists a section s : pπ�TMq Ñ TP of Dπ. Under these
circumstances spπ�TMq is a subbundle of TP . Moreover, if we have some pu, ξq P
V P X spπ�TMq then

pu, 0q � Dπpu, ξq � Dπ � sppu, ηqq � pu, ηq,

for some pu, ηq P π�TM . It follows that V P X spπ�TMq � t0u. To see that TP �
V P � spπ�TMq choose an arbitrary pu, ξq P TP . Then

Dπppu, ξq � spDπppu, ξqqq � Dπpu, ξq �Dπpu, ξq � 0,

so that by construction pu, ξq � spDπppu, ξqq is an element of V P . Thus we can write
pu, ξq as a sum of elements of V P and spπ�TMq as desired. It follows that spπ�TMq is
a horizontal distribution.

We now show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between connection forms
on a principal bundle P, and a certain kind of horizontal distributions on P .

Proposition 3.6. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Then any horizontal
distribution ∆ on P which satisfies

Dτgpuqp∆uq � ∆τgpuq (�)

induces a connection form on P .

Proof. We’ve seen above that given a horizontal distribution, we can decompose the tan-
gent space TuP as TuP � VuP`∆u. Denote by πVuP : TuP Ñ VuP the projection. Then,
using Lemma 3.3 we define a 1-form with values in g by ωupξq � pDτuq�1peqpπVuP pξqq.
To see that this is a connection form, we have to verify that this is indeed a smooth
1-form, that ωupZξpuqq � ξ and that ω satisfies τ�g ω � Adg�1ω. We will smoothness
last. The fact that ωupZξpuqq � ξ is immediate from Lemma 3.3. For the last claim, we
must show that

ωτgpuqpDτgpuqξq � Adg�1pωupξqq.

Using that TuP � VuP ` ∆u we can write ξ as the sum of its vertical part and its
horizontal part. By of the expressions involved we thus have to show the above equation
only in the case where ξ is either in VuP or in ∆u. If ξ is in ∆u then Dτgpuqξ is in ∆τgpuq

by assumption. Thus in this case the projection onto the vertical tangent subspaces is
zero, so both sides vanish. If on the other hand we assume ξ is in VuP , then by Lemma
3.3 there exists η P g such that ξ � Zηpuq. Now observe that

DτgpuqZηpuq � ZAdg�1 pηqpτgpuqq.

This follows from differentiating the expression

τg � τ
uphq � τ τgpuqpg�1hgq
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at h � e. With this in mind we have

ωτgpuqpDτgpuqξq � ωτgpuqpZAdg�1pηq
pτgpuqqq

� Adg�1pηq

� Adg�1pωupZηpuqqq

which yields the desired claim.

Finally, to see that ω as defined above is smooth, note that because ∆ ` V P we
can choose a basis tξiu

dimG
i�1 of g and a local frame tXiu

n�dimG
i�1 for ∆, so that tZξi , Xju

locally span TP . For an arbitrary vector field Y on P we can locally express Y as

Y �
dim Ģ

i�1

fiZξi �
n�dimG¸

j�1

gjXj ,

for smooth functions fi, gj on P . Applying ω yields ωpZq �
°dimG

i�1 fiξi, and we conclude
that ω is indeed smooth, as desired.

We now want to show the converse as well.

Proposition 3.7. Let ω be a connection on a G-principal bundle π : P Ñ M . Then
kerω is a horizontal distribution on P and satisfies the equation (�).

Remark 3.8. The kernel kerω should be understood fiberwise.

Proof. We have to verify three things. First, that TP � kerω`V P , secondly that kerω
satisfies Dτgpkerωq � kerω, and finally that kerω is actually a subbundle.

For the first claim, note that by assumption a connection form satisfies ωpZξq � Zξ,
that is ω is surjective. It follows that for all u P P we have dimkerωu � m. At the same
time, ωpZξq � Zξ also implies that kerωu X VuP � t0u. As VuP has dimension equal to
dimG this implies that kerωu ` VuP, and as a result that kerω ` V P � TP, showing
the first claim. To verify the second claim, note that we have

Adg�1pωupξqq � τ�g ωupξq � ωτgpuqpDτgpuqξq,

so that ξ P kerωu implies Dτgpuqξ P kerωτgpuq. This implies Dτgpkerωq � kerω. Using
that τg is a diffeomorphism, we get the inclusion kerω � Dτgpkerωq by applying Dτg�1.
This establishes the second claim. For the final claim, note that by the first step of the
proof, the differential form ω has constant rank. Thus the fact that kerω is a subbundle
follows the following more general result:

Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a vector bundle map between vector bundles E and F over a
manifold M . If ϕ has constant rank, then kerϕ is a smooth subbundle of E.

This yields the claim for general differential k-forms ω on P with constant rank by
letting E � TP and setting F to be the exterior bundle of power k � 1, i.e. ^k�1T �M .
The bundle map Iω in this case is given by sending pu, ξq P TP to ιξωu, where ι denotes
the interior product. Then kerω � ker Iω, and the claim follows. As this also works for
vector- and bundled-valued differential forms, this finishes the proof. For a proof of the
above result, see for example Theorem 10.34 in [9].
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We have now established that a connection on a G-principal bundle can equivalently
be described by a g-valued differential form as in Definition 1.8, or by fixing a horizontal
distribution on TP . Thus we give a special name to such a horizontal distribution:

Definition 3.9. Let P be a G-principal bundle. A horizontal distribution on TP
satisfying the equation (�) is called an Ehresmann connection.

With this knowledge in hand, we are now ready to prove that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between connections on a vector bundle, and connections on the frame
bundle associated to the vector bundle.

Remark 3.10. As just remarked we have seen two equivalent ways for describing a
connection on a principal bundle. Similarly, a connection on a vector bundle can be de-
scribed in multiple equivalent ways. In the rest of these notes, unless otherwise specified
we will always consider a connection on a vector bundle to be a covariant derivative.



CHAPTER 4

Connections On Vector Bundles And Frame Bundles

In this chapter we want to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
connection forms (or equivalently Ehresmann connections) on the frame bundle and
covariant derivatives on the corresponding vector bundle. Moreover, we will discuss
discuss the concept of the reduction of a structure group for principal bundles as well as
for vector bundles.

We begin by showing how a connection form on the frame bundle induces a covariant
derivative on the corresponding vector bundle.

Theorem 4.1. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle over a manifold M . Let ω be a
connection form on the frame bundle FrpEq of E. Then ω induces a covariant derivative
on the vector bundle E.

Before we can begin with the proof we have do give another couple of definitions.

Definition 4.2. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Let ω P ΩkpP, V q be a
vector-valued differential form. We say that ω is horizontal, if whenever one of the
arguments of ω is an element of the vertical tangent subspace, ω vanishes.

Recall that a G-principal bundle comes equipped with a right action τ of G on P
(see Propositon 1.6).

Definition 4.3. Let π : P Ñ M be a G-principal bundle. Let ω P ΩkpP, V q be a
vector-valued differential form and suppose that σ is a representation of G on V . We
say that ω is pτ, σq-equivariant if for all g P G we have

τ�g ω � σg�1ω.

We will denote by

Ωk
GpP, V q � tω P ΩkpP, V q | ω is horizontal and pτ, σq-equivariant u

the subspace of horizontal (G-)equivariant differential forms. The proof of Theorem 4.1
will rely on the following auxiliary Lemma, which relates the space of horizontal equiv-
ariant differential forms on the frame bundle to bundle-valued forms on the manifold.

Lemma 4.4. Let π : E ÑM be a vector bundle. Then there exists an isomorphism

ΩkpFrpEq, V q Ñ ΩkpM,Eq,

where V denotes the fiber of the vector bundle E.

Remark 4.5. Recall that in the case of a vector bundle E the group GLpV q acts on V
by the canonical representation, that is, by left multiplication.
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Proof. We begin by constructing a bundle valued form on M starting with a form
on FrpEq. Let ω P Ωk

GpFrpEq, V q. Fix p P M , and let ξ1, � � � , ξk be vectors on
TpM . Because πFrpEq : FrpEq Ñ M is a submersion, there exist η1, � � � , ηn such that
DπFrpEqpuqηi � ξi for any u P Pp. Now by assumption ωupη1, � � � , ηkq is an element of
V . Because E is a vector bundle with fiber V every element u P Pp is an isomorphism
u : V Ñ Ep. Thus, applying u to ωupη1, � � � , ηkq yields an element of EπFrpEqpuq � Ep.
We denote this element by ω̌ppξ1, � � � , ξkq. We now claim that ω̌ is the desired E-valued
differential form on M . To see this we need to check that it is independent of the choice
of u P Pp and of the choice of vectors ηi in TuP . For the last claim, simply observe that
ω is horizontal by assumption and that if two vectors mapping to ξi under Dπpuq differ
by a vertical vector. Then the claim follows from linearity. For the first claim notice
that π � τg � π because τ is fiber preserving. Thus we have

Dπpτgpuqq �Dτgpuqηi � Dπpuqηi � ξi,

so that Dτgpuqηi is an element of Tτgpuq mapping to ξi. Because τ is moreover transitive,
it is enough to show that

upωupη1, � � � , ηkqq � τgpuqpωτgpuqpDτgpuqη1, � � � , Dτgpuqηkqq.

By assumption ω is equivariant so that we get

ωτgpuqpDτgpuqη1, � � � , Dτgpuqηkq � pτ�g ωqupη1, � � � , ηkq

� lg�1pωupη1, � � � , ηkqq.

Thus the claim follows if we can show that τgpuq � u � lg. But this follows immediately,
as the action τ in the case of the frame bundle is given by right multiplication with
g P GLpV q, so that both sides are equal. Thus we have established that the map ω ÞÑ ω̌
is well-defined. To see that it is also an isomorphism we construct an explicit inverse.
Given a differential form α P ΩkpM,Eq we define a differential form α̂ P Ωk

GpFrpEq, V q
by

α̂upη1, � � � , ηkq � u�1pαppDπFrpEqpuqη1, � � � , DπFrpEqpuqηkq,

for u P Pp and η1, � � � , ηk P TuP . This is clearly a horizontal form. To see that is is also
equivariant observe that

pτ�g α̂qupη1, � � � , ηkq � α̂τgpuqpDτgpuqη1, � � � , Dτgpuqηkq

� τgpuq
�1pαppDπpτgpuqq �Dτgpuqη1, � � � , Dπpτgpuqq �Dτgpuqηkqq

� l�1
g � u�1pαppDπpuqη1, � � � , Dπpuqηkqq

� l�1
g pα̂upη1, � � � , ηkqq,

where we used again that π � τg � π, and τgpuq � u � lg from above. It is clear from
construction that the two maps are inverses of one another. Thus the Proposition
follows.

With this Lemma in hand we can now proof Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Thoerem 4.1. Let V be the fiber of the vector bundle E, and let ∆ denote an
Ehresmann connection on FrpEq. Suppose we start with an arbitrary vector-valued
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differential form ω P ΩkpFrpEq, V q. We then define the horizontal component of ω
to be the differential form defined by

ωh
upη1, � � � , ηkq � ωupη

h
1 , � � � , η

h
k q,

where ηhi denotes the horizontal component of ηi, that is, if we write ηi using the direct
sum decomposition TuP � ∆u ` VuFrpEq, then ηhi is the projection onto ∆u. Clearly
the differential form ωh is a horizontal form. We now claim that if ω P Ωk

GpFrpEq, V q
then pdωqh P Ωk�1

G pFrpEq, V q. To see this we only need to show equivariance. We do
this in two steps. First, assume that a differential form ω is equivariant. Then it holds
that dω is equivariant as well, because

τ�pdωq � dτ�pωq

� dplg�1pωqq

� lg�1pωq.

For the first inequality we use that the pullback commutes with the exterior differential.
In the second line we used equivariance of ω. The last line follows from the fact that
lg�1 is linear map. If one goes through the definitions of vector-valued differential forms,
and of the exterior differential for vector-valued differential forms, one sees that this
yields that lg�1 commutes with the exterior differential as well. Now we want to show
that if ω is equivariant, then so is ωh. This is another simple, although slightly longer,
calculation. Fix u P P, g P G and let η1, � � � , ηk P TuP , and let ω P ΩkpP, V q. Then we
have

pτ�g ω
hqupη1, � � � , ηkq � ωh

τgpuq
pDτgpuqη1, � � � , Dτgpuqηkq

� ωτgpuqppDτgpuqη1q
h, � � � , pDτgpuqηkq

hq

� ωτgpuqpDτgpuqη
h
1 , � � � , Dτgpuqη

h
k q

� pτ�g ωqupη
h
1 , � � � , η

h
k q

� lg�1ωupη
h
1 , � � � , η

h
k q

� lg�1ωh
upη1, � � � , ηkq.

The fact that pDτgpuqηiq
h � Dτgpuqη

h
i is a consequence of the fact that an Ehresmann

connection satisfies Dτgpuq∆u � ∆τgpuq. With these observations it now follows that for

any ω P Ωk
GpFrpEq, V q we have that pdωqh P Ωk�1

G pFrpEq, V q. With this knowledge
we can define what is called an exterior covariant differential. An exterior covariant
differential is an analogue of the exterior differential for bundle-valued forms, that is it
is an operator d∇ : ΩkpM,Eq Ñ Ωk�1pM,Eq. We define it by d∇

d∇pαq :��pdα̂qh.
In particular, in degree k � 0, where ΩkpM,Eq � ΓpM,Eq, we write

d∇psq � ∇s.

This is a covariant derivative - the only non-trivial property to check is the product
formula ∇Xpfsq � Xpfqs � f∇Xs, for f P C8pMq and s P ΓpM,Eq. To see that the
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product formula holds, observe that for ξ P TpM we have

∇ξpfsq �
�
pdf̂sqhpξq

� �pdppf � πFrpEqqŝqq
hpξq

� �pdpf � πFrpEqqŝ� pf � πFrpEqqdŝq
hpξq

� uppdpf � πFrpEqqŝq
hqpξq � upppf � πFrpEqqdŝq

hqpξq

� ξpfqs� f∇ξs,

which is just a careful application of the construction of the maps involved. This finishes
the proof of the Theorem.

Remark 4.6. The above construction is just a special case of a more general fact.
Given a G-principal bundle, and any representation σ of G on some vector space V .
Then there is a vector bundle called an associated bundle of P and denoted by
P �G V , for which the analogue statements of Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.1 hold. For
more details on the construction of the associated bundle we refer the interested reader
to the book The Topology of Fibre Bundles by Norman Steenrod [13]. Another account
is giving in Chapter 31 of Tu’s Differential Geometry: Connections, Curvature, and
Characteristic Classes [14].

We have now shown that any connection on the frame bundle corresponds to a
covariant derivative on the corresponding vector bundle. The next step is showing that
the converse is also true. Note that this converse direction is not true for the more
general setup described in the above Remark. We begin this direction with a few more
definitions as well.

As remarked on earlier, there are different ways of describing connections on vector
bundles. Above we used the notion of a covariant derivative - the usual definition as a
map XpMq � ΓpM,Eq Ñ ΓpM,Eq is just a special case of the more general notion of
covariant derivative along a map ϕ : N Ñ M , where ϕ is a smooth map between
smooth manifolds. A covariant derivative along a map ϕ is a map

∇ϕ : XpNq � ΓϕpEq Ñ ΓϕpEq,

where ΓϕpEq denotes sections of E along ϕ. It is an easy exercise that ΓϕpEq � Γpϕ�Eq,
so that we can write this also as

∇ϕ : XpNq � Γpϕ�Eq Ñ Γpϕ�Eq.

The usual covariant derivative is just a covariant derivative along the identity map. We
will use this only in the context where ϕ is a smooth path ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ M - because
of this we will denote ϕ by γ from now on. For details of this special case, called
covariant derivative along a curve (or path), we refer the reader to Chapter 4 in
John M. Lee’s book Introduction to Riemannian Manifolds [8] or Chapter 13 in Tu’s
book on Differential Geometry [14]. In both instances this is shown for the special case
of E � TM , but the proofs are analogous for arbitrary E.

Definition 4.7. Let π : E ÑM be a vector bundle with connection ∇. Let γ : r0, 1s Ñ
M be a smooth curve. Then the we say a section s P Γpγ�Eq is parallel along γ if
∇γs � 0. If E has rank n, then we say a collection tsiu

n
i�1 of sections along γ is a

parallel frame if all the si are parallel along γ and for every t P r0, 1s we have that
tsiptqu

n
i�1 is a basis of the vector space pγ�Eqt � Eγptq.
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To show that we get an induced connection on the frame bundle FrpEq, we will
construct a horizontal distribution on FrpEq using the connection ∇ on E. The first
step in this direction is the following definition.

Definition 4.8. Let E be a vector bundle over a manifold M with connection ∇, and
denote by π : FrpEq ÑM the associated frame bundle of E. A curve γ̄ : r0, 1s Ñ FrpEq
is called a lift of a curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ M if γ � π � γ̄. If moreover γ̄ is a parallel frame
along γ, then we say that γ̄ is a horizontal lift of γ.

An important result is the following Lemma.

Lemma 4.9. Let E be a vector bundle over a manifold M with covariant derivative
∇. For every curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ M and every u P pFrpEqqγp0q there exists a unique
horizontal lift γ̄ : r0, 1s ÑM which satisfies γ̄p0q � u.

Proof. This is explained in Section 29.1 of [14].

The horizontal distribution we will construct on FrpEq will be made up of tangent
vectors that come from horizontal lifts. More precisely, we give the following definition:

Definition 4.10. Let E be a vector bundle over a manifold M . Suppose ∇ is a connec-
tion on E. For p P M and u P pFrpEqqp we say that ξ P TuP is a horizontal tangent
vector if there is a curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ M such that ξ � 9̄γp0q for the horizontal lift γ̄ of
γ.

What is useful about these horizontal tangent vectors is that the set of horizontal
tangent vectors at u P TuP is a subspace, which we will denote by ∆u, and that this
subspace is isomorphic to the tangent space of M at πFrpEqpuq. We will not prove these
facts here, but refer the reader to the account given in Section 29.2 of [8]. However,
these properties of ∆u is exactly what we need to show that it is complementary to
the vertical tangent subbundle V FrpEq. To see this, first consider the case at a fixed
u P FrpEq. Recall that VuFrpEq is the kernel of the surjective map DπFrpEqpuq. Thus
VuFrpEq must have dimension dimFrpEq � dimM , so that the dimensions of ∆u and
VuFrpEq are complementary. Moreover, because ∆u is isomorphic to TuP it follows
that VuFrpEq X∆u � t0u. which establishes that, at least locally over every fiber, we
have the desired decomposition

TuFrpEq � ∆u ` VuFrpEq.

What is left to show is that these vector spaces ∆u assemble to a vector subbundle of
TM . To show this, we introduce the following definition.

Definition 4.11. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle with covariant derivative ∇. Let
X P XpMq be a vector field. As by construction DπFrpEqpuq : ∆u Ñ TπFrpEqpuqM is an
isomorphism, it holds that for any p PM there exists a unique vector η P ∆u such that
DπFrpEqpuqη � Xppq. The vector field of these vectors is called the horizontal lift of
X. We will denote the horizontal lift of X by X̄.

Of course one has to show that X̄ is smooth.

Lemma 4.12. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle with covariant derivative ∇. The
horizontal lift of a vector field X P XpMq to the frame bundle FrpEq is a smooth vector
field.
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Proof. We will not give all details of the proof here, for that we refer the reader once
more to Tu’s Differential Geometry book [14]. More explicitly, this is Proposition 29.8
in the book. However, we will quickly discuss the main ideas.

Because the property of being smooth is a local property, we can without loss of
generality assume that the frame bundle FrpEq �M �G is a trivial bundle. The next
property we need is that the horizontal lift is right-invariant:

X̄px, gq � Drgpx, eqX̄px, eq.

To see this, observe that

Dπpx, gq �Drgpx, 1qX̄px, eq � Dπpx, 1qX̄px, eq

� Xpπpx, eqq

� Xpπpx, gqq

� Dπpx, gqX̄px, gq

where we used that π � rg � π once more - the claim now follows. It holds that, if
s P ΓpU,FrpEqq is a local frame, the horizontal lift of X can be written as a difference
between the image of X under Dsppq : TpM Ñ TuFrpEq and a fundamental vector field
on FrpEq. More precisely, for a smooth curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ M, with γp0q � p, let γ̄ be
the horizontal lift of γ with initial value u. If we now take s to be a local frame around
p such that sppq � u, then there exists a smooth path of matrices aptq P GLpn,Rq such
that spγptqq � γ̄ptqaptq, where ap0q � id. The derivative of aptq at 0 is an element of
TepGLpn,Rqq � glpn,Rq. Then it holds that

Dspγp0qq 9γp0q � 9̄γp0q � Za1p0qpuq.

Because every tangent vector in TpM can be represented as the derivative of a curve
through p and because every horizontal tangent vector in ∆u is the derivative of a
horizontal lift of some curve, we can use the above expression to express the horizontal
lift X̄ of X as the difference between the pushforward of X and a fundamental vector
field.

Now viewing X as a derivation on C8pMq one shows, using the right-invariance of
the horizontal lift X̄ as well as the right-invariance of the fundamental vector fields (see
the proof Proposition 3.6 for the second claim), that Xpfq is a smooth function, which,
as is well-known, is equivalent to X being a smooth vector field (for readers unfamiliar
with this viewpoint, we recommend Chapter 8 of [9]).

This result will allow us to prove that the set

∆ �
º

uPFrpEq

∆u

has indeed a natural structure of a subbundle, from which it will follow, that ∆ is
a horizontal distribution, and hence an Ehresmann connection. Then we have finally
shown, that any covariant derivative on a vector bundle induces a connection on the
frame bundle.

Theorem 4.13. Let π : E ÑM be a vector bundle with covariant derivative ∇. Then
∇ induces an Ehresmann connection (or equivalently a connection form) on the frame
bundle FrpEq. More explicitly, the Ehresmann connection induced on FrpEq at a point
u P FrpEq is given by the set of horizontal tangent vectors.
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Proof. To prove the claim we need to show three things. First, we need ∆, as defined
above, to be a subbundle. Secondly, we need that TFrpEq � ∆ ` V FrpEq, which is
equivalent to showing TuFrpEq � ∆u ` VuFrpEq for all u P P . This is already been
shown above. The last thing to show is that

∆rgpuq � Drgpuq∆u

for all u P P . We start by showing that ∆ is a subbundle. For this, we will once more uti-
lize Proposition 20.4 from [14], which tells us that it is enough to show that for any open
set Ū in P there exist dimM local sections which span ∆|Ū . For this, let tX1, . . . , Xnu

be a local frame for TM . By the previous Proposition the lifts tX̄1, � � � , X̄nu are all
smooth vector fields on P defined on Ū :� πFrpEqpUq. Because DπFrpEqpuq is an iso-
morphism for every u P Ū , it follows that for each u P Ū the set tX̄1puq, � � � , X̄npuqu is
a basis for ∆u. Thus the sections tX̄1, � � � , X̄nu span ∆ over Ū . By Proposition 20.4
it follows that ∆ is a subbundle of TP , as desired. For the final claim, let u P FrpEq
and fix some 9̄γp0q P ∆u, where γ̄ is again the lift of some smooth curve γ in M , with
initial value γ̄p0q � u. Write γ̄ptq � rv1ptq, � � � , vkptqs, where k is the rank of the vector
bundle E, and each viptq is a column vector representing the ith column of the matrix
γ̄ptq P FrpEγptqq. As we assume that γ̄ is a horizontal lift, it holds that ∇γvi � 0. Recall
that the action of GLpk,Rq on FrpEq is given by right multiplication, so we can get for
A P GLpk,Rq that

γ̄ptqA � r
ŗ

i�1

gi1viptq, � � � ,
ŗ

i�1

gikviptqs,

and by linearity of ∇γ it follows that each component of γ̄ptqA is a parallel section. Thus
γ̄ptqA is a horizontal lift of γptq with initial value γ̄p0qA. Observe that

d

dt |t�0
γ̄p0qA � DrApγ̄p0qq 9̄γp0q P ∆rApγ̄p0qq � ∆uA.

This shows DrApuq∆u � ∆uA - but rA is a diffeomorphism, and thus DrApuq is an
isomorphism for every u P FrpEq. Thus we get equality, which finishes the proof.

This brings our discussion of the correspondence between covariant derivatives of a
vector bundle E and Ehresmann connections on the principal bundle FrpEq to an end.
Observe that the functions constructed in Theorem 4.1 and in Theorem 4.13 above are
injective. Thus the correspondence is one-to-one. We summarize the above results in
the following Corollary.

Corollary 4.14. Let M be a manifold and suppose π : E ÑM is a vector bundle over
M . Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between covariant derivatives on the
vector bundle E and Ehresmann connections on the associated frame bundle FrpEq.

With this acquired knowledge in hand, the answer to our initial question, whether one
can define characteristic classes using covariant derivatives, and the associated curvature,
on the vector bundles, and if so whether they coincide with the characteristic classes
defined via the frame bundle, can be answered with yes.

Remark 4.15. Using this, we see that characteristic classes defined on vector bundles
are independent of the choice of connection as well.
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4.1 Reduction of Structure Groups

Before we return to the discussion of characteristic classes however, we want to discuss
the reduction of structure groups once more - now with the new acquired knowledge
about the correspondence of connections from above. Above we described how the choice
of a Riemannian metric on vector bundle lets us reduce the structure group of the vector
bundle to Opnq. We did this by showing that the transition functions can be chosen
such that they take values in Opnq. By Theorem 2.7 this is equivalent to the existence
of an Opnq-subbundle of the frame bundle FrpEq. We now want to explicitly construct
this Opnq-subbundle and show that there is indeed a one-to-one correspondence between
such subbundles and the Riemannian metrics on the vector bundle E. After this, we will
show that the connections on an Opnq-subbundle associated to a Riemannian metric g
on E correspond to those covariant derivatives on E, which are metric with respect to g.

Let E be a vector bundle, and suppose that we start with an Opnq-subbundle of the
frame bundle FrpEq. Let us quickly recap what this actually means. Suppose we have a
G-principal bundle P over a manifold M . Let H � G be a (Lie) subgroup, and suppose
that Q is a H-principal bundle over M . A homomorphism of principal bundles
between Q and P now consists of a Lie group morphism ϕ : H Ñ G and a smooth map
f : QÑ P , such that

fpτQh qq � τPϕphqfpqq @q P Q and h P H,

where τQ and τP are the respective right actions on the principal bundles. We denote
such a morphism by pf, ϕq.

Remark 4.16. We call the above pair of maps a homomorphism instead of a morphism,
because both P and Q are bundles over the same manifold M . One can also define
morphisms between bundles over different manifolds.

We say that a principal bundle homomorphism pf, gq is an embedding if the map
f : Q Ñ P is an embedding, and if the Lie group morphism ϕ is a monomorphism. By
identifying Q with fpQq and H with ϕpHq, we say that Q is an H-subbundle of P .

Remark 4.17. Put slightly differently, we can say that Q is an H-subbundle, if Q
is an embedded submanifold of P , together with an H-action, so that the inclusions
ιQ : QÑ P and ιH : H Ñ G assemble to an embedding pιQ, ιHq of principal bundles.

Now, let us get back to the special case of P being the frame bundle, and Q being
some Opnq-subbundle. Choose u P Q, and note that for any p P M the map up is an
orthogonal map up : R

n Ñ Ep. Define a map

g : E � E Ñ R, gppξ, ηq � xu�1
p ξ, u�1

p ηy,

where x, y denotes the Euclidean inner product. From Linear Algebra we know that the
Euclidean inner product is invariant under multiplication by elements of Opnq - thus
the map g is independent of the choice of u. By construction g defines an inner product
on each fiber Ep of the vector bundle E. In this way Q determines a unique canonical
Riemannian metric on E. Conversely, let g be a Riemannian metric on E. We will now
construct an Opnq-subbundle of FrpEq. Let Q denote the subset of FrpEq consisting
of those u P FrpEq which are orthonormal with respect to g - that is Q is made up of
those u satisfying

gppuppξq, uppηqq � xξ, ηy @p PM and ξ, η P Rn.
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The verification that this bundle Q is a smooth Opnq-principal bundle can be done
analogous to Proposition 2.2. That this is moreover a subbundle can quickly be ver-
ified. Also, the constructions are clearly inverses of one another. This establishes a
bijective correspondence between Riemannian metrics g on the vector bundle E and
Opnq-subbundles of the frame bundle FrpEq of E.

As indicated above, we now want to discuss how the connections on such an Opnq-
subbundle correspond, under the identification established in Corollary 4.14 above, to
covariant derivatives on E which are metric with respect to g. For this discussion, we
need to introduce a few more definitions. We start by discussing reduced connections.
Before we can define what a reduced connection is, we first have to discuss how principal
bundle (homo)morphisms interact with connections.

Theorem 4.18. Let Q and P denote two principal bundles over a manifold M . Denote
by pf, ϕq a homomorphism from Q to P . Suppose that ωQ is a connection form on Q,
with curvature form ΩQ, and let ∆Q denote the corresponding Ehresmann connection
from Propositon 3.7. Then the following holds:

1. There is a unique Ehresmann connection ∆P on P so that

Dfpuq∆Q
u � ∆P

fpuq.

2. If ωP and ΩP are the connection form and the curvature form corresponding to
∆P , then

f�ωP � ϕpωQq and f�ΩP � ϕpΩQq.

Proof. The result can be found in [6] as Proposition 6.1 in Chapter II. We will quickly
explain the main ideas here. For the first claim, choose p P M and let u P Pp be
arbitrary. As the right action on P is transitive on the fibers, choose some u1 P Qp such
that τPg fpu1q � u. The horizontal distribution ∆P at u will now be defined as

∆P
u � DτPg pfpu

1qqDfpu1q∆Q
u1 .

A simple calculation yields independence of the choice of u1 P Q and g P G. The
same holds true for establishing that ∆P is really an Ehresmann connection. A quick
calculation yields invariance under DτPg , and to see that ∆P

u `VuP observe the following:
Working locally, we can without loss of generality assume that P is trivial. In this case
we only have to show that ∆P

u is isomorphic to the tangent space TπQpuqM , where
πQ : Q Ñ M is the submersion associated to the principal bundle Q. To further
simplify the notation, assume with out loss generality, this time using the invariance of
the distribution under τP , that u � fpu1q. Consider the commutative diagram

∆Q
u1 ∆P

u

TπQpu1qM TπP puqM

Dfpuq

DπQ DπP

D idpπQpu
1qq

and note that DπQpu
1q and D idpπQpu

1qq are isomorphism by assumption. The commu-
tativity of the above diagram then yields that the other two maps must be isomorphisms
as well. This finishes the proof of the first claim. The second claim can be verified by
direct calculation. For this one uses linearity to consider the cases of horizontal and
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vertical vectors independently. For the proof of the vertical part Cartan’s structure
equation

dω � Ω�
1

2
rω, ωs

is used.

Definition 4.19. Let π : P ÑM be a G-principal bundle. Suppose Q is an H-principal
subbundle of P . We say a connection form ω on P is reducible to H if the connection
form arises from a connection form ω1 on Q under the above correspondence.

Now fix some metric g on E and let us denote by Q the reduced subbundle of FrpEq.
Choose a connection form ω1 on denote by ω the unique connection form induced by
ω1 on FrpEq. As we know this connection form ω induces a covariant derivative on E.
Let us denote this covariant derivative by ∇ in the following. The most common way
to express that a covariant derivative is metric, is in the form of the equation

Xpgpr, sqq � gp∇Xr, sq � gpr,∇Xsq

for all sections r, s P ΓpEq and vector fields X P XpMq. We now want to rephrase this
condition in a slightly different language. Our first observation is that we can view a
Riemannian metric on E as a section of the bundle E�bE�, which has the property that
it defines an inner product on Ep for each p. It is well-known that a covariant derivative
on E induces covariant derivatives on all tensor bundles T ph,kqpEq � Eb� � �EbE� � � �E�,
where h equals the number of copies of E, while k equals the number of copies of E�.
Using this notation a Riemannian metric g on E is a section of the bundle T p0,2qpEq. By
the definition of the induced covariant derivative on T p0,2qpEq it holds that ∇ is metric
with respect to g if and only if

∇E�bE�

X g � 0, @X P XpMq. (4.1)

We will use this formulation of being metric to show that the induced covariant derivative
is metric with respect to g. The next notion we will need is parallel transport. Let
γ : r0, 1s ÑM be a smooth path. Recall from above the definition of a parallel section,
that is, s P Γpγ�Eq is parallel if and only if ∇γ

Xs � 0 @X P XpMq. If s is such a
parallel section, and we let a :� sp0q P Eγp0q and b :� sp1q P Eγp1q then we define parallel
transport of a along γ to be b. This notion of parallel transport is interesting because
of the following result:

Proposition 4.20. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle. Then for any smooth curve
γ : r0, 1s ÑM there exists an isomorphism Pγ : Eγp0q Ñ Eγp1q given by parallel transport
along γ.

Proof. For a full proof see Section 29.1 of [14]. The main idea is as follows, one first
establishes that a parallel section is uniquely determined by its initial value, and that,
at least locally, there exists a section for any initial value in Eγp0q. This follows from the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to ordinary differential equations. Now, consider
a basis e1, � � � , en P Eγpt0q for some t0 P r0, 1s. By the existence result above, we can
find an ϵ ¡ 0 such that we can parallel transport each basis vector ei along the interval
pt0 � ϵ, t0 � ϵq. By linearity, this means that we can parallel transport any vector in
Tγpt0q along pt0 � ϵ, t0 � ϵq. Using the inverse parameterization of γ we find an inverse
for Pγ|pt0�ϵ,t0�ϵq

so that it is indeed an isomorphism. Thus we find for any t P r0, 1s an
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open interval such that parallel transport is locally defined and an isomorphism on this
interval. Because r0, 1s is compact, it is covered by a finite number of such open intervals
- the claim follows.

This notion of parallel transport is interesting for us, because the parallel transport
determines the covariant derivative. We make this precise in the following Proposition.

Proposition 4.21. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle. Suppose ∇ is a covariant
derivative on E. If X P XpMq is a vector field, and s P ΓpEq is a section, then for every
p PM it holds that

∇Xsppq � lim
tÑ0

Pγ|r0,tsspγptqq � spγp0qq

t
,

where γ : r0, 1s ÑM is any curve satisfying 9γp0q � Xpγp0qq.

Proof. This is proved in [8] as Proposition 4.36. Although it is shown in the case
E � TM there, the general case for arbitrary vector bundles E can be carried out,
mutatis mutandis, analogously.

To show that the Riemannian metric g is a parallel section, we want to use Equation
(4.1) and parallel transport. What we will now establish is that a section of E� bE� is
parallel in the sense of Equation (4.1) if and only if it is constant along parallel sections
of E. Because we are interested in studying the frame bundle, the first step is deter-
mining the relation between parallel transport and the frame bundle.

Recall that a parallel frame along a curve γ is a collection of parallel sections tsiu
n
i�1

for E such that tsipγptqqu is a basis for each Eγptq. Also, denote by γ̄ the horizontal lift
of γ. We now claim that a section s P Γpγ�Eq is parallel if and only if s is of the form

sptq � γ̄ptqξ,

for some ξ P Rn. One direction is clear from the definition of a horizontal lift.

To see the only if part, one proceeds as follows. First, define parallel transport by
the right hand side. Then, using the relation from Proposition 4.21, it is a straightfor-
ward calculation that what we defined as parallel transport does indeed coincide with
the definition of a parallel transport along a curve with respect to the induced covariant
derivative ∇ on E. For the details we refer the reader to the book A Comprehensive
Introduction to Differential Geometry, Volume 2 by Michael Spivak [12]. More specif-
ically, see Chapter 8 Lemma 8. To apply this, notice that for the induced covariant
derivative we have

∇ξs �
~pdŝqhpξq

� updp̂sqhpζqq

� updp̂sqpζhqq

� upζhpp̂sqpuqqq

� upζhpu�1psppqqqq

With this we now know the relation between the parallel transport on a vector bundle
and the corresponding frame bundle, or rather, how the parallel transport of a covariant
derivative induced on a vector bundle, by an Ehresmann connection on the frame bundle,
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is defined. Now, back to our main point - the discussion of metric covariant derivatives.
To this end, let λ denote a section of the dual bundle E�. As stated above, we claim
that λ is parallel if and only if it is constant along a parallel section of E. The if part
is obvious. For the only if part, consider a parallel dual frame, i.e. a parallel frame of
the dual bundle, whose existence can be shown in the same fashion as the existence of
a parallel frame. Using linearity it follows that if λ is constant along this parallel dual
frame, then the covariant derivative must vanish (along the curve).

Remark 4.22. Here we use the canonical covariant derivative on E� induced by the
covariant derivative on E. That is, the connection on E� satisfying the Leibniz rule
with respect to the covariant derivative on E.

Now, with this and the rest of the above discussion in mind, it follows from Equation
(4.1), that for a Riemannian metric g on a vector bundle E, a covariant derivative ∇ is
metric with respect to g if and only if

gpγ̄p0qξ, γ̄p0qζq � gpγ̄p1qξ, γ̄p1qζq.

With this established, we can now prove our initial claim:

Theorem 4.23. Let π : E ÑM be a vector bundle. Denote by g a Riemannian metric
on E, and denote by Q the Opnq-subbundle of the frame bundle FrpEq determined by
the choice of g. Then a covariant derivative on E induced by a connection on Q is metric
with respect to g.

Proof. Recall that the subbundle Q consists of those frames, which are orthonormal
with respect to g. Any connection form on Q is a reduced connection form of FrpEq
by Theorem 4.18, and any such connection form on Q induces a connection form on
FrpEq. This connection form on FrpEq in turn induces a covariant derivative on E. By
the above, a section s of E along a curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ M is of the form sptq � γ̄ptqξ for
some ξ P Rn. As noted right before this Theorem, to show that the induced covariant
derivative is metric, we need to argue why

gpγ̄p0qξ, γ̄p0qζq � gpγ̄p1qξ, γ̄p1qζq.

But by the definition of the induced connection form on FrpEq it follows that γ̄ptq P Q
for all t P r0, 1s. By construction, all elements of Q are orthonormal with respect to g -
it follows that

gpγ̄p0qξ, γ̄p0qζq � xξ, ζy � gpγ̄p1qξ, γ̄p1qζq,

where x, y again denotes the Euclidean inner product. The claim now follows.

With this, we will end our discussion of connections and their relations, and will
return to the discussion of characteristic classes.
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Euler classes

Another important type of characteristic classes associated to vector bundles are Euler
classes. Euler classes may arguably be the most well-known type of characteristic classes.
However, they are only defined for orientable vector bundles. Let us quickly recall the
definition of an orientable vector bundle.

Definition 5.1. Let π : E Ñ M be a real vector bundle of rank n. We say E is an
orientable vector bundle if the structure group of E can be reduced to GL�pn,Rq.

There are a few different definitions of orientability, all of which agree with the one
just given. We will discuss these in the following. For this we first need to discuss the
orientation of a vector space.

Definition 5.2. Let V be a vector space. If V is a one-dimensional vector space then
V zt0u has two components. Then an orientation on V is a choice of one of these
components. We call this choice positive component. A positive basis is a choice of
non-zero vector belonging to our choice of positive component. The second component
is then called the negative component and any non-zero vector belonging to the
negative component is called a negative basis.

We now want to extend this definition to the case where V is not one-dimensional.
For this we define a new vector space detV arising from V .

Definition 5.3. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space. The determinant of V is
the vector space

detV �
n©

V.

This determinant will be useful in defining orientations on arbitrary finite-dimensional
vector spaces because, by basic Multilinear Algebra, the space detV is always one-
dimensional. Thus we can give the following definition:

Definition 5.4. Let V a finite-dimensional vector space. An orientation of V is
an orientation on the determinant of V . We say that a basis teiu

n
i�1 is a positive (or

negative) basis if the vector e1^ � � � ^ en is a positive (or negative) basis of detV . Note
that in particular a vector space has exactly two orientations.

There is something called the standard orientation on Rn.

Definition 5.5. The standard orientation on Rn is given by declaring that the
standard basis is a positive basis.

Remark 5.6. The name determinant of a vector space seems strange at first glance. It
is not immediately clear what, if there is any, the connection to the usual determinant
from Linear Algebra is. Start by considering a linear map A : V ÑW where V and W
are vector spaces of the same dimension n. Then the map A induces a map between

29
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the two determinants detV and detW . Explicitly this map Adet is given by sending
an element v1 ^ � � � ^ vn of V to the element Apv1q ^ � � � ^ Apvnq in W . As the vector
spaces are one-dimensional any map B : detV Ñ detW , after choosing bases, is simply
multiplication by a scalar. One can quickly check that this scalar is non-zero if and only
if A is an isomorphism. In that case one says that A is orientation-preserving if A maps
the positive component to the positive component. We call A orientation-reversing if
it is not orientation-preserving. In the special case of V � W, it turns out that if we
equip both the source and the target with the same orientation, then the scalar is given
precisely by the determinant of A.

We now want to extend this definition to vector bundles over a manifold. To mimic
the above construction in the case of vector bundles we define the determinant line
bundle, which be a substitute for the determinant of a vector space.

Definition 5.7. Let M be a manifold, and suppose E is a vector bundle of rank n over
M . The determinant line bundle of E, denoted by detE, is the vector bundle over
M which has fiber pdetEqp � detEp.

The determinant line bundle gives two additional ways how an orientability can be
characterized. This is the content the the next Proposition. However, for this we will
utilize the dual bundle of a vector bundle.

Definition 5.8. Let π : E ÑM be a vector bundle of rank n over a manifold M . Then
the dual bundle E� of E is the vector bundle over M with fiber

pE�qp � HompEp,Rq.

Of course, one has to verify that the dual bundle is indeed a vector bundle as well.

Lemma 5.9. For a vector bundle E of rank n over a manifold M the dual bundle E�

is a vector bundle.

Proof. Let pU, ϵq be a vector bundle chart on E. This gives rise to a vector bundle chart
on E� in the following way. Over U we define a vector bundle chart ϵ� : pπ�q�1pUq Ñ
Ua � pRnq�, which over each fiber E�p for p P Ua is given by

ϵ�ppλq � λ � pϵpq
�1.

Usually a bundle chart is defined as a map towards a product of an open subset U
of the manifold M with Rn. Above we define it as a map to a product with pRnq�.
However, this is not a problem because there is an isomorphism between Rn and pRnq�
using the standard Euclidean inner product. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2 one
can now show that we get an induced structure of a vector bundle (first a topology,
then a smooth structure, both using E, and finally a vector bundle structure using the
charts defined above) on E�. We will however quickly determine the relation between
the transition functions on E and on E�. Recall from Linear Algebra that the dual map
induced by a linear map is given by the pullback. However, in general this construction
is contravariant, so that the pullback of ϵp : Ep Ñ Rn would yield a map pRnq� Ñ pE�qp
which is not what we want. Because ϵp is an isomorphism we can counteract this
contravariance by using pϵpq

�1 for the construction of the charts as above. With this
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definition we have that for two bundle charts ϵa and ϵb and the corresponding dual charts
we get for pϵabq

� : Ua X Ub Ñ GLppRnq�q

pϵabq
�
pplq � pϵ�aqp � pϵ

�
b q
�1
p plq

� l � pϵbqp � pϵaq
�1
p .

With this observation it follows that

pϵabq
�
pplqppϵabqppvqq � lpvq,

for all l P pRnq� and v P Rn. Writing this using the canonical pairing between a vector
space and its dual the above yields for u � pϵabqppvq

xpϵabq
�
pplq, pϵabqppvqy � xl, vy

ðñ xpϵabq
�
pplq, uy � xl, vy � xl, ppϵabqpq

�1puq

ðñ xpϵabq
�T
p plq, uy � xpϵabq

�
pplq, uy

where in the last step we used the definition of the transpose of a linear map. Thus
the image of the transition functions on E� is given by by the inverse transpose of the
image of transition functions on E. If we denote the transition functions on E by ϵEab,
and the transition functions on E� by ϵ�ab, then this can be expressed as

ϵ�ab � pϵEbaq
�,

where the � on the right denotes the usual dual map.

Proposition 5.10. Let M be a manifold, and suppose E is a vector bundle of rank n
over M . Then the following are equivalent:

1. There is a nowhere vanishing section µ P ΓpdetE�q on the dual bundle of E.

2. The structure group of E can be reduced to GL�pn,Rq.

3. The determinant line bundle of E� is trivial.

Proof. We start by showing that 1. implies 2.. First, let tUa, ϵauaPA be a vector bundle
atlas for E. Then over any Ua there exists a local frame, that is a collection of n
sections eai P ΓpUa, Eq such that teai ppqu

n
i�1 is a basis for Ep for every p P Ua. This is

immediate from the existence of the bundle chart by setting eai ppq � pϵaq
�1
p peiq, where

the ei on the right denotes the ith standard basis vector of Rn. By assumption the
function µpea1, � � � , e

a
nq : Ua Ñ R is non-vanishing, so it does not change sign. If this

function is positive then we do nothing. If the function is negative, then we replace the
section ea1 with �ea1. Thus without loss of generality we can assume that the function
µpea1, � � � , e

a
nq is positive. Now, we can also construct a local trivialization of the bundle

E over Ua using these sections eai by inverting the above construction. More explicitly,
we can send v P π�1pUaq, which can be uniquely written as v �

°n
i�1 aieippq for some

p P Ua, to the vector pa1, � � � , anq P Rn. Doing this for every a P A we get a new bundle
atlas. To get the claim we have to show that the transition functions of this new bundle
atlas are contained in GL�pn,Rq. To see this, observe that if Ua X Ub �� ∅, then there
are smooth functions f i

j : Ua X Ub Ñ R so that

ebjppq �
ņ

i�1

f i
jppqe

a
i ppq.
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More explicitly, the function f i
j is equal to the pi, jqth entry of the transition matrix at

p given by pϵbaqppq. Unraveling the definitions we find that this implies

µpeb1, � � � , e
b
nq � µp

ņ

i�1

f i
1e

a
i , � � � ,

ņ

i�1

f i
je

a
i q

� det ϵbappqµpe
a
1, � � � , e

a
nq.

As µ is positive it follows that ϵba takes values in GL�pn,Rq. As a and b were arbitrary,
this yields the claim and shows that 1. implies 2..

To see that 2. implies 1. we start with a GL�pn,Rq vector bundle atlas tUa, ϵauaPA
on E. As above we can then find a local frame teai u

n
i�1 over Ua. There now exists a local

frame teiau
n
i�1 associated to teai u

n
i�1 using the construction of the dual bundle above.

Let tfauaPA be a partition of unity subordinate to our cover tUauaPA. We now define a
section

µ : M Ñ detE�, µ :�
¸
aPA

fae
1
a ^ � � � ^ ena .

To see that µ is nowhere vanishing let p P M be arbitrary. Choose b P A such that
p P Ub. Then for eb1ppq ^ � � � ^ ebnppq P pdetEqp we find

µpeb1ppq ^ � � � ^ ebnppqq �
¸
aPA

pdet ϵbappqqfappq,

which is positive by the assumption that the transition functions take value inGL�pn,Rq.
Finally we show that 1. and 3. are equivalent. However, this is immediate from

our proof that 1. implies 2.. More explicitly, because the determinant line bundle is
one-dimensional, the existence of a global local frame, and thus the existence of a global
vector bundle chart, is equivalent to the existence of a nowhere vanishing section. This
finishes the proof.

Remark 5.11. Some authors, see for example Loring W. Tu’s Differential Geometry
[14], define the orientability of a vector bundle as the existence of a nowhere vanishing
section on the bundle detE. We can quickly see that this is equivalent to our definition.
For this, recall from the proof of Lemma 5.9 how the transition functions on the dual
bundle E� are related to the transition functions on the bundle E itself. Then it is
immediate that the bundle E is orientable if and only if E� is orientable. If we now note
that pE�q� is again the bundle E it follows from the above Proposition that a nowhere
vanishing section of detE� exists if and only if a nowhere vanishing section of detE
exists. We prefer the above definition because it works more nicely with the definition
of orientability of a manifold via a nowhere vanishing volume form. A nowhere vanishing
volume form is a nowhere toplevel differential form, that is a nowhere vanishing section
of the bundle detTM�.

With this discussion of orientable vector bundles behind us we can now finally define
Euler classes. We will define Euler classes for even dimensional real vector bundles only.
We will discuss the reason for this further down below.

Remark 5.12. In the following we will use local representations of the curvature on a
vector bundle. Locally the curvature of a vector bundle can be represented by a 2n�2n
of 2-forms. For readers unfamiliar with this, we recommend Section 11.1 in [14]. If the
connection is metric, then the resulting matrices are skew-symmetric. This is discussed
in Section 11.4 of [14].
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The Euler class of a vector bundle is defined using the Pfaffian. The Pfaffian is
defined for any 2n� 2n antisymmetric matrix. More explicitly:

Definition 5.13. Let A P Matp2n,Rq be an antisymmetric matrix. The Pfaffian of
A is defined to be

PfpAq �
1

2n2!

¸
σinS2n

signpσq
n¹

i�1

Aσp2i�1qσp2iq,

where S2n denotes the symmetric group on 2n elements.

The Pfaffian satisfies a number of useful properties. Observe, for example, that
detA � pPf Aq2. The most important property for us will be the following:

Proposition 5.14. Let A PMatp2n,Rq be an antisymmetric matrix. If B PMatp2n,Rq
is arbitrary, then the Pfaffian of A satisfies

PfpBABT q � detpBqPfpAq.

Proof. This is a straightforward application of the definition of the Pfaffian and the
determinant of a matrix.

We are mainly interested in this property because of the following Corollary.

Corollary 5.15. The Pfaffian is invariant under conjugation by special orthogonal
matrices.

Now by construction, when A is a matrix of indeterminates, the Pfaffian of A is
a polynomial. Moreover, recalling that sop2nq is the vector space of antisymmetric
matrices, and that by the above Corollary Pf is invariant under conjugation by SOp2nq,
we get that the Pfaffian is an invariant polynomial in Pinvpsop2nqq. Thus we can define
a characteristic class using the Pfaffian for any SOp2nq-principal bundle. Thus, by our
discussion above, it follows that for a vector bundle to have an Euler class, it is not
enough to be merely orientable. To reduce the structure group of a vector bundle to
SOp2nq we also need a choice of Riemannian metric. So, let us now assume that we
have an even dimensional oriented Riemannian vector bundle pE, gq. In this case, as
remarked on in Remark 5.12 the curvature of the vector bundle itself can locally be
represented by an antisymmetric matrix. We use this to define the Euler class.

Definition 5.16. Let pE, gq be an oriented Riemannian vector bundle over a manifold
M . The Euler class epEq is defined to be

epEq :�

�
1

p2πqn
PfpΩq

�
,

where Ω is the curvature of a metric connection with respect to g.

An obvious difference between the Euler class and other characteristic classes we
have so far discussed is that there is only one Euler class, and not multiple Euler classes.
The Euler class is a single cohomology class, with degree equal to the rank of the
Riemannian vector bundle under consideration. Compared to the other characteristic
classes, the definition of the Euler class involves a choice of Riemannian metric, so not
only do we have to establish that the Euler class is independent of the chosen (metric)
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connection, but that it is independent of the chosen metric as well - only then will the
characteristic class be an invariant of the vector bundle E. However, this turns out to
be simple.

Suppose we have a fixed metric g. Then the key observation is that for two metric
connections ∇0 and ∇1 it holds that for any t P r0, 1s the connection

p1� tq∇0 � t∇1

is metric as well. With this, one can prove independence of the metric connection
analogous to showing that the deRham cohomology class we get from the Chern-Weil
homomorphism is independent of the chosen connection.
Now suppose we have two different Riemannian metrics g0 and g1. The same principle
applies: one can show, that for any t P r0, 1s the sum

p1� tqg0 � tg1

is a metric as well. Then the argument from above can be modified to prove the inde-
pendence of the chosen metric.

Remark 5.17. Note that we in fact did not define the Euler class as the image of an
invariant polynomial under the Chern-Weil homomorphism. Thus it is not immediately
clear that the differential form used to define the Euler class is indeed closed. However,
this can be done without too much trouble using the Binachi identity. For details we
refer the reader to the Appendix of [10].

It is not apparent why we have to choose a metric connection in the definition in
the of the Euler class. Of course one could define an Euler class for arbitrary metrics.
However, as we will discuss below there are other ways in which one can construct
characteristic classes. If one wants the different constructions to coincide, then it is
necessary to restrict to metric connections. Readers already familiar with the classical
definition of characteristic classes can find a counterexample for non-metric connections
in the Appendix of [10].

One of the most fundamental and well-known results from the Differential Geometry
of surfaces is the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. In two dimensions it relates the (Gaussian)
curvature of a surface to the Euler characteristic of the surface, thus linking the Geom-
etry and Topology of surfaces. It can be stated as follows:

Theorem 5.18. Let S denote a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 2. The
Gaussian curvature K and the Euler characteristic χpSq satisfy:»

S
KdA � 2πχpSq.

Using Euler classes we can generalize this statement for higher dimensional compact
orientable Riemannian manifolds. Historically, the generalization of the Gauss-Bonnet
Theorem was one of the main driving forces for Chern and Weil to develop their Chern-
Weil Theory. The generalized result is the following.

Theorem 5.19. Let M be an oriented 2n-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold.
Then the Euler class epMq :� epTMq and the Euler characteristic of χpMq of M are
related by »

M
epMq � χpMq.
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Note that we need the manifold to be of even dimension, and be orientable, because
the Euler class is only defined for even-dimensional and orientable vector bundles. The
first proof of this general fact was given by Chern in 1944 [2]. Hence the Theorem is
today called the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Theorem.

As we have hinted at in our discussion so far, there are other ways to construct
characteristic classes. In particular, it is possible to construct characteristic classes
for general (topological) principal and vector bundles. These more generally defined
characteristic classes have some advantages over the characteristic classes defined via
Chern-Weil Theory, as we will now discuss. For example, there is another very useful
type of characteristic class, called the Stiefel-Whitney class, which can not be defined us-
ing Chern-Weil Theory. Why Stiefel-Whitney classes are useful will be discussed further
down below. The fact that Stiefel-Whitney classes can not be defined using Chern-Weil
Theory is a result of a more general observation. By construction, all of our character-
istic classes are elements of the deRham cohomology with coefficients in R. The more
general construction of characteristic classes, as is done in, for example, Milnor’s book
[10], of course uses singular cohomology, and defines characteristic classes as singular
cohomology classes with coefficients in Z. By the well-known deRham Theorem, there
is an isomorphism between the de Rham cohomology and the singular cohomology with
real coefficients. As we have mentioned before, one can show that the Chern-Weil homo-
morphism yields classes with integral coefficients. More precisely, what we mean by that
is the following. There is an obvious inclusion from the integers into the real numbers.
This inclusion induces an inclusion

HppM ;Zq Ñ HppM ;Rq

on the (co)homology level as well. Then the above statement says that the Chern-
Weil homomorphism takes image in the image of HppM ;Zq under this inclusion. It is
important to note that in general this map will not be injective. In particular, if the
group HppM ;Zq has torsion elements, these will be in the kernel of the map. In this
sense the integral characteristic classes are stronger than the real characteristic classes.
As the integer classes are defined using only topological data, one could refer to them
as topological characteristic classes.

Remark 5.20. Topological Euler classes are not only defined for vector bundles of
even rank, but also for bundles with odd rank. However, one can show that these are
always torsion elements, so that these are in the kernel of the inclusion from above. This
explains why we only defined Euler classes for vector bundles of even rank.

We will not give a detailed description of Stiefel-Whitney classes, but rather refer the
interested reader once more to Milnor’s book on characteristic classes [10]. To see why
we can not define these in terms of Chern-Weil Theory it suffices to know that Stiefel-
Whitney classes are cohomology classes with coefficients in Z2. As such, Stiefel-Whitney
classes only exist as topological characteristic classes.



CHAPTER 6

Properties of Characteristic Classes And Some
Applications

In the last chapter of these notes we will give an overview of some further useful results
about characteristic classes, and also about the application of characteristic classes.

In general, characteristic classes might not always be easy to calculate explicitly. In
the case of complex vector bundles, it is possible to simplify the calculation of Chern
classes (and hence, by Theorem 2.5, of all characteristic classes) to the calculation of
Chern classes for direct sums of (complex) line bundles. The main result is the following:

Theorem 6.1. Let π : E Ñ M be a complex vector bundle of rank n over a manifold.
There exists a manifold F pEq, and a map p : F pEq ÑM such that

1. The pullback of E to F pEq splits into a direct sum of line bundles:

p�E � L1 ` � � � ` Lk.

2. The map p� : H�pMq Ñ H�pF pEqq induced by p in cohomology is injective.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on the rank of E. For the details we refer to
Raoul Bott and Loring Tu’s book Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology [1].

One can then iterate this construction, and given a finite tuple pE1, � � � , Enq of vector
bundles over the manifold M , prove existence of a manifold N , and a map p : N Ñ M
such that each pullback bundle p�Ei is a direct sum of line bundles and so that p� :

H�pMq Ñ H�pNq is an injection. This result is usually referred to as the Splitting
Lemma. It has the following useful Corollary.

Corollary 6.2. To prove a polynomial identity in the Chern classes of complex vector
bundles, it suffices to prove the identity under the assumption that the involved vector
bundles are direct sums of line bundles.

Proof. We illustrate the Corollary in the case of two vector bundles E and F over and
their tensor product E b F over a manifold M . If we denote a polynomial identity in
their Chern classes by P pcpEq, cpF q, cpE b F q � 0, then because by construction the
Chern classes are natural, it holds that

p�pP pcpEq, cpF q, cpE b F qq � P pcpp�Eq, cpp�F q, cpp�pE b F qqq.

Now p�1E and p�1F are direct sums of line bundles, and thus so is

p�1pE b F q � p�E b p�F.

Thus if the polynomial identity holds for direct sums of line bundles we get

p�pP pcpEq, cpF q, cpE b F qq � 0.

By injectivity this implies P pcpEq, cpF q, cpE b F q � 0 as desired.

36
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Remark 6.3. The splitting principle holds true for coefficients in any commutative ring
R.

Another question one might ask is whether characteristic classes classify isomorphism
classes of bundles in some way. In general, this classification of isomorphism classes of
(principal) bundles is a complex topic. A nice description of such isomorphism classes
can be given using sheaves and Cech cohomology. A detailed discussion is contained in
Torsten Wedhorn’s book Manifolds, Sheaves and Cohomology. However, as sheaves and
Cech cohomology warrant a discussion of their own, they do not have a place in these
notes, and we will therefore abstain from a discussion of this general case. Instead, we
will focus on the more approachable case of complex and real vector bundles, where
these results can be shown using more basic techniques and results. For the proofs and
a detailed discussion the reader is referred to Allen Hatcher’s books on Algebraic Topol-
ogy (see [3]) and on K-Theory (see ). Although we will not give all details for this case
either, the above sources are very thorough and should be approachable to any graduate
student in mathematics.

One important property of characteristic classes is stability. To understand this
concept, we have to first define a weaker notion of isomorphism for vector bundles.

Definition 6.4. Let E and F be vector bundles over a manifold M . We say that E
and F are stably isomorphic if they become isomorphic after taking the direct sum
of E and F with trivial bundles. More precisely, E and F are stably isomorphic if there
exists a trivial vector bundle ϵn of rank n and a trivial vector bundle ϵm of rank m such
that

E ` ϵn � F ` ϵm.

We say that a vector bundle is stably trivial, if it is stably isomorphic to a trivial bundle.

To illustrate this, note the following example.

Example 6.5. The tangent bundle TS2 of the sphere is non-trivial, as can be seen from
the Hairy Ball Theorem. However, if one takes the direct sum between the tangent
bundle TS2 and the normal bundle of the sphere, then the elements of this direct sum
are triples px, v, txq P S2�R3�R3 which satisfy that x and v are orthogonal. The map

px, v, txq ÞÑ px, v � txq

is a vector bundle isomorphism between this direct sum bundle and the trivial bundle
S2 �R3, and observe that the normal bundle is trivial. Thus the tangent bundle TS2 is
stably trivial.

We say that a characteristic class is stable, if stably isomorphic vector bundles have
the same characteristic class. It turns out that all characteristic classes we have discussed
and mentioned, with the exception of Euler classes, are stable. Thus it is immediately
clear, that generally none but the Euler classes can be considered to classify isomorphism
classes of vector bundles. However, as it turns out, in the special case of real line bundles,
the Stiefel-Whitney classes are non-stable and are in fact in one-to-one correspondence
with the isomorphism classes of real line bundles. A similar result holds true for complex
line bundles and the Euler classes. A more detailed explanation of these facts can be
found in Sections 1.1, 1.2, and 3.1 of [4]. We summarize this in the following Theorem.
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Theorem 6.6. Denote by Vect1RpMq and by Vect1CpMq the isomorphism classes of real
and complex line bundles over a manifold M respectively. Then the first Stiefel-Whitney
class induces an isomorphism

Vect1RpMq Ñ H1pM ;Z2q

and the Euler class induces an isomorphism

Vect1CpMq Ñ H2pM ;Zq.

Here the isomorphism classes form groups with respect to the tensor product, and the
induced maps are in fact group isomorphisms.

This is a powerful application of characteristic classes. Not only does this show that
the question whether line bundles over a manifold are isomorphic can be solved using
cohomology, but moreover, that for any homology class there exists a vector bundle
representing it. The case of vector bundles of higher rank is more complex, but again
expanded on in Hatcher’s book.

The main ingredient to show this is to realize that there is a connection between the
isomorphism classes of vector bundles and a certain set of homotopy classes of maps.
We start by observing the following property of vector bundles.

Theorem 6.7. Let π : E Ñ M be a vector bundle over a manifold. Suppose f0, f1 :

N ÑM are homotopic maps from a manifold N to M . Then the pullback bundles f�0E
and f�1E are isomorphic.

Proof. This is almost immediate from the fact that for a (topological) vector bundle
π : E Ñ X � r0, 1s over some topological space X the bundles X � t0u and X � t1u
are isomorphic as bundles over X. This result is slightly technical and can be found as
Propositon 1.7 in [4].

Remark 6.8. The above Theorem is a purely topological result and does not only hold
for manifolds but rather holds for any paracompact Hausdorff spaces.

A useful Corollary of the Theorem is that any vector bundle over a contractible
manifold must be trivial. We moreover get the following result:

Corollary 6.9. A homotopy equivalence f : N Ñ M between manifolds induces a
bijection

f�Vect : Vect
k
RpMq Ñ VectkRpNq,

where VectkRp�q denotes the isomorphism classes of rank k vector bundles. The same
holds true for complex vector bundles.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition of a homotopy equivalence.

With this in mind, the most important observation is that there exists a so called
universal bundle.

Definition 6.10. A vector bundle πn : EGLpnq Ñ BGLpnq is a universal real vec-
tor bundle if for all manifolds M there exists a natural bijection between the set of
isomorphism classes of real vector bundles of rank n over M and the set of homotopy
classes of maps f : M Ñ BGLpnq, which is usually denoted by rM,BGLpnqs. There is
an analogous universal complex vector bundle denoted by πC

n : EUpnq Ñ BUpnq.
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Remark 6.11. As the notation for a universal vector bundle already hints at, these
universal bundles exist more generally for G-prinicpal bundles. In this case one denotes
a universal G-principal bundle by πG : EG Ñ BG. The space BG is referred to as
the classifying space.

In general, the sets rM,BGLpnqs and rM,BUpnqs are difficult to calculate, but as
we already stated above in Theorem 6.6 they have a nice form for line bundles, that is
for n � 1.

We will end these notes with two examples. In the first one, we will illustrate why,
knowing that the first Stiefel-Whitney classes classify real line bundles, it makes sense
geometrically, that we can not determine Stiefel-Whitney classes using the curvature of
a line bundle. For this, consider the circle S1. Using the well-known fact that H1pS1;Zq
and H0pS1;Zq are isomorphic to Z it follows from the Universal Coefficients Theorem
that

H1pS1;Z2q � Z2,

and thus by Theorem 6.6 it follows that there are exactly two isomorphism classes of real
line bundles over the circle. Representatives of these isomorphism classes are the trivial
bundle, and the Möbius bundle. The Möbius bundle can be thought of as a Möbius strip
with infinite width. It can be constructed explicitly as follows.

Consider the space X :� r0, 1s � R and define an equivalence relation on X by
p0, tq � p1,�tq. Then the space E :� X is the Möbius bundle. There are of course also
other constructions of the Möbius bundle, for example via a quotient of R2 or, for those
readers familiar with it, via the Fiber Bundle Construction Theorem, but by the above
we already know that, as all of these constructions are non-trivial bundles, they must
all be isomorphic. That these are the only two isomorphism classes over the circle can
also be shown in a more direct fashion, but the above approach highlights the power of
characteristic classes. We could deduce this fact about line bundles using only algebraic
arguments.

Now, to illustrate why curvature alone fails to capture the Stiefel-Whitney classes
of a line bundle, recall that the curvature of a vector bundle is represented by a 2-form.
Under the Chern-Weil homomorphism any non-trivial polynomial maps to the cohomol-
ogy class of an even-dimensional form - as S1 is a one-dimensional manifold, there are
no differential forms of larger degree than 1. Thus the Chern-Weil homomorphism is
trivial in this case. This shows that we can not recover the Stiefel-Whitney classes from
Chern-Weil Theory.

Although we already mentioned above, that in general it is not possible to calculate
rM,BGLpnqs for n ¡ 1 for arbitrary manifolds M , there is a straightforward argument
to do this in the case where M is S1. This is mainly due to the simple nature of S1 as
the quotient of the unit interval.

Consider the map f : r0, 1s Ñ S1 given by

fptq :� expp2πitq.

If we denote by E some vector bundle over S1, then f�E is a vector bundle over r0, 1s.
As we have seen above any vector bundle over a contractible space is trivial, so that
f�E must be trivial as well. Consider the following commutative diagram we get from
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the pullback:

f�E E

I S1

F

πE

f

where I denotes the unit interval. Because f�E is given by r0, 1s � Rk, where k equals
the rank of E, it follows that F is a fiber-wise isomorphism. Thus we can construct a
linear isomorphism A : Rk Ñ Rk such that

F p0, vq � F p1, Apvqq

for all v P Rk. From this we can deduce that all vector bundles on S1 can be obtained
from the trivial bundle over r0, 1s by identifying points p0, vq � p1, Apvqq for some linear
isomorphism A of Rk. To conclude, we now observe that GLpnq has exactly two path
components, and thus any two linear isomorphisms A as above are homotopic if they
are in the same path component. Because homotopic maps result in isomorphic vector
bundles by Theorem 6.7 it follows that for any k P N there are exactly two isomorphism
classes of rank k real vector bundles over S1.

For the final example of how characteristic classes can be useful, we will prove that
CP 2 can not be embedded into R5. More explicitly, we will use Pontryagin classes to
do this. For this, we will use the Whitney Product Formula, sometimes also called the
Whitney Sum Formula. It is given by the equation

cpE ` F q � cpEq Y cpF q,

where cpEq :� 1 � c1pEq � c2pEq � � � � is the total Chern class of E. Here the cup
product is the multiplication in the singular cohomology ring. Translated into deRham
cohomology we can also express this relation as

ckpE ` F q �
ķ

i�0

pipEq ^ pk�ipF q.

Here we use the convention that p0 � 1. To prove this, one utilizes the Splitting Lemma.
The proof for a direct sum of line bundles is straightforward - details can be found in
[1].

We now want to discuss the tangent bundle of CP 2, or more generally CPn. For
this we first need to define the so called Hopf line bundle over CPn. To construct it we
consider the trivial bundle CPn � Cn�1. Now, an arbitrary element ℓ of CPn is a line
through the origin in Cn�1 and as such a 1-dimensional subspace. Now consider the
subset

L � tpℓ, zq P CPn � Cn�1 | z P ℓu.

It is straightforward to verify that this is a 1-dimensional subbundle of the trivial bundle,
and is hence a (complex) line bundle.

The Hopf line bundle is useful because a direct sum of the dual bundles of L is stably
isomorphic to the tangent bundle of CPn. More explicitly we have the following Lemma:
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Lemma 6.12. Let L be the Hopf line bundle over CPn, and denote by ϵ1 the trivial
line bundle over CPn. Then there is a vector bundle isomorphism

TCPn ` ϵ1 � L� ` � � � ` L�,

where we have pn� 1q summands on the right hand side.

Proof. The proof is not particularly hard, but it involves some technicalities which we
do not want to discuss here, so refer the reader to Section 5.1 in [11].

We will need a couple more auxiliary results. We start with an isomorphism between
the conjugate bundle of a complex vector bundle and the dual bundle.

Definition 6.13. Let E be a complex vector bundle over a manifoldM . For every p PM
we define a new complex vector space Ēp by defining multiplication by pa� ibq P C for
v P Ep by pa� ibqv � av � ibv. The vector bundle Ē with fiber Ēp over p PM is called
the conjugate bundle of E.

Now for the isomorphism:

Lemma 6.14. Let E be a complex vector bundle. Then the conjugate bundle Ē is
isomorphic to the dual bundle E� of E.

Proof. Take a Hermitian metric on E, which exists by Lemma 2.9. For each p P M we
define the linear map

v P Ēp ÞÑ lpvq P E�
p , lpvqu � xu, vy P C.

It is easy to verify that this is indeed an isomorphism, and hence that these maps
assemble to a vector bundle isomorphism.

The next step is to relate the characteristic classes of a complex vector bundle to
the characteristic classes of its conjugate bundle, and hence its dual bundle.

Lemma 6.15. The Chern classes of the conjugate bundle Ē of some complex vector
bundle are given by the formula

ckpĒq � p�1qkckpEq.

Proof. This is follows from the fact that any connection ∇ on E is also a connection
on Ē. However, the curvature form of Ē is given by Ω̄, where Ω denotes the curvature
form of ∇ on E. Because the Chern classes are real cohomology classes, it follows that
the matrix representing the curvature at a point is skew-hermitian. Thus it follows that
Ω̄ � �ΩT . Now the claim is immediate from the definition of Chern classes.

Above, we have defined the Pontryagin classes using the Chern classes. Thus it not
suprising that there is a useful formula relating the two.

Proposition 6.16. Let E be an n-dimensional complex vector bundle. Then if we
denote by pi the ith Pontryagin class of E, and by ci the ith Chern class of E we find
that

ņ

i�0

p�1qipi � p
ņ

i�0

ciq Y p
ņ

i�0

p�1qiciq,

where we use the conventions p0 � 1 and c0 � 1.
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Proof. This can be seen as follows. If we denote by ER the vector bundle E regarded as
a real bundle, then there is an isomorphism

ER b C � E ` Ē,

where ER b C is an 2n-dimensional complex vector bundle. For the details of this
isomorphism see Propositon 5.41 in [11].

Now, by definition we have that

pkpEq � p�1qkc2kpER b Cq,

while the Whitney product formula combined with the above isomorphism yields

cpER b Cq � cpEq Y cpĒq.

Combining these two expressions, and observing the result in Lemma 6.15 above, we get
the desired result.

We have already used that a complex vector bundle can be viewed as a real vector
bundle as well multiple times already in these notes. As a result, a complex vector
bundle has Chern classes as well as Euler classes. The relationship between the two is
very simple.

Theorem 6.17. Let E be a complex vector bundle of rank n. Then it holds that

epERq � cnpEq.

Proof. This is a straightforward, but lengthly calculation. It uses the fact that a Her-
mitian metric on E can be viewed as a Riemannian metric on ER. For the details of
this calculation we refer the reader to Propositon 5.43 in [11].

Before calculating the Chern classes of CPn, for which we will utilize Lemma 6.12,
we will calculate the first Chern class of L. For this, let us quickly recall some basic
facts about the (co)homology of CPn.

The space CPn has a very simple CW-complex structure. It has exactly one cell
in each degree i � 0, 2, � � � , 2n. Using cellular homology it is then straightforward
to calculate the homology of CPn. From this, it is also easy to determine that the
cohomology groups are given by

H ipCPnq �

#
Z if 0 ¤ i � even ¤ 2n

0 otherwise

If we denote by x P H2pCPnq a generator, then using induction one can show that the
generators x2j of H2jpCPnq are of the form

x2j � xY � � � Y x,

that is, x2j is the cup product of x with itself j times. Furthermore, one can then go on
and show that the cohomology ring of CPn is given by

H�pCPnq � Zrxs{pxn�1q.

With these observations in mind, let us now calculate the first Chern class of L.
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Lemma 6.18. Let L denote the Hopf line bundle over CPn. Then it holds that

c1pLq � �x.

Proof. Denote by ι : CP 1 Ñ CPn the inclusion. Then it holds that ι�L � L. Thus
it suffices to only consider the case n � 1. By Lemma 6.15 it suffices to show that
c1pL

�q � x. Because H2pCP 1q � Z we know that c1pL
�q � kx for some k P Z. We will

not show that k � 1 holds. By Lemma 6.12 we have that

TCP 1 ` ϵ1 � L� ` L�.

From the Whitney Product Formula it follows that

c1pCP 1q � c1pTCP 1q � c1pTCP 1 ` ϵ1q � c1pL
� ` L�q � 2c1pL

�q � 2kx,

where we used that Chern classes are stable. But now using the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet
Theorem, and the Proposition above, telling us that the Euler class equals the top Chern
class, we find

c1pCP 1q � eppCP 1qRq � epS2q � χpS2qx � 2x,

where we used that CP 1 is the Riemann sphere, so that viewed as a real manifold it is
the 2-sphere. From this it follows that k � 1, as desired.

We can now calculate the Chern classes of CPn.

Theorem 6.19. The Chern classes of the complex projective space CPn are given by

cpCPnq � p1� xqn�1, cipCPnq �

�
n� 1

k



xk.

Proof. It is enough to prove the expression for the total Chern class, the rest will follow
from our above discussion of generators. It holds that

cpCPnq � cpTCPnq � cpTCPn ` ϵ1q � c1ppn� 1qL�q � p1� xqn�1,

where we used stability of Chern classes, Lemma 6.12, the Whitney Product Formula,
and finally applied Lemma 6.18 from above.

From this result it is easy to calculate the Pontryagin classes of CPn as well.

Theorem 6.20. The Pontryagin classes of the complex projective space CPn are given
by

ppCPnq � p1� x2qn�1, pipCPnq �

�
n� 1

k



x2k.

Proof. This is a quick calculation using Theorem 6.19 as well as Propositon 6.16.

Now that we have determined the Pontryagin classes of CPn, we can finally show
that CP 2 does not embed in R5. First, we need the following result:

Lemma 6.21. Suppose M is a compact manifold of dimension m which can be embed-
ded in Rm�1. Then pkpMq � 0 for all k ¡ 0.
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Proof. If M can be embedded in Rm�1 then the normal bundle NormpMq of of M is
one-dimensional. However, in this case it holds that pkpNormpMqq � 0 for all k ¡ 0. To
see this, note that the characteristic classes are independent of the chosen connection.
If we choose a metric connection, then the curvature is skew-symmetric. But because
the bundle is one-dimensional, this implies that the curvature must be zero, and hence
the characteristic classes, and in particular the Pontryagin classes, vanish.

Recall that the Chern-Weil homomorphism is natural with respect to map, so that
the characteristic classes are natural with respect to maps as well. Consider the vector
bundle isomorphism

TRm�1
|M � TM `NormpMq,

and use the naturality of the Pontryagin classes applied to the embedding M ãÑ Rm�1.
Then it follows that pkpTRm�1

|M q � 0 for all k ¡ 0 as well. From the Whitney Product

Formula we can deduce that the same must hold true for TM as well, so that pkpMq � 0
for all k ¡ 0, as desired.

Now the fact that CPn can not be embedded in R5 is immediate:

Corollary 6.22. The complex projective space CP 2, viewed as a four-dimensional real
manifold, does not embed in R5.

Proof. From Theorem 6.20 we get that the first Pontryagin class has the form 3x2 where
x is a generator of H2pCP 2q, so that in particular it is not zero. By the previous Lemma
we get the claim.

This example again illustrates how we can use characteristic classes, and algebraic
arguments, to deduce topological properties of manifolds (or more generally topological
spaces). With this second application example of how to use characteristic classes we
will end our notes. There are of course a lot more useful applications of characteristic
classes, and there is more to learn about them in general. In these notes, we illustrated
how in the case of smooth manifolds, we can use the curvature of a connection to find
(topological) invariants using Chern-Weil theory, and illustrated how they can be useful.
As we discussed, there is a more general theory of characteristic classes for topological
spaces, which coincides with our geometric approach for smooth manifolds. For the
interested reader there is a plethora of books which discuss the more classical approach
to characteristic classes of topological space. One seminal work is the book Characteristic
Classes by Milnor and Stasheff which we have cited multiple times in these notes as well.
It is a good starting point to learn more about characteristic classes. On our journey
through Chern-Weil theory we also discussed the connection between vector bundles and
principal bundles, different types of connections, and how these types of connections are
related to one another. In particular, we discussed how connections on principal bundles
and connections on vector bundles are related.
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